SIRACH

- A dissemination network
- Sustainable Innovation in Refrigeration, Air Conditioning and Heating
- Built on SIRAC – a successful Network with 400 members, website, etc
What are the objectives?

1. Industry and academia to work together to benefit from knowledge, funding opportunities and innovation.
2. Understand and plan the research and skills agenda
3. Identify funding opportunities and R&D needs
4. Nurture / develop research ideas into projects
5. Disseminate information
What are our deliverables?

• Setting up the Network as a Hub for innovation for i-STUTE.
• Hosting Network meetings in the UK and overseas
• Consider the Skills Capability with IoR, ACHPI and HPA and Summit Skills
• Provide a regular month feature in a key monthly journal
Our Next meetings

✓ Copeland – Heat pump and compressors – Northern Ireland

- Spirax Sarco – West Country
- Mitsubishi Electric – Edinburgh
- Sainsbury’s Supermarket – Location TBC
- ASHRAE – Jan 2015